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Abstract. The discovery of new medicines requires pharmacologists to interact with a number of information sources ranging
from tabular data to scientific papers, and other specialized formats. In this application report, we describe a linked data platform
for integrating multiple pharmacology datasets that form the basis for several drug discovery applications. The functionality
offered by the platform has been drawn from a collection of prioritised drug discovery business questions created as part of the
Open PHACTS project, a collaboration of research institutions and major pharmaceutical companies. We describe the architec-
ture of the platform focusing on seven design decisions that drove its development with the aim of informing others developing
similar software in this or other domains. The utility of the platform is demonstrated by the variety of drug discovery applications
being built to access the integrated data.

An alpha version of the OPS platform is currently available to the Open PHACTS consortium and a first public release will be
made in November 2012, see http://www.openphacts.org/ for details.
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1. Introduction

The exploration and development of new drugs
requires scientists to draw knowledge from multi-
ple sources of information. These range from online
databases of proteins (e.g. UniProt [26] and Enzyme
[3]) and chemicals (e.g. ChEMBL [19], ChemSpi-
der [37], and DrugBank [30]), to models of biologi-

cal pathways (e.g. Reactome [33], WikiPathways [29],
and KEGG [28]) as well as the scientific literature.

These information sources are often held in different
formats and sourced from a wide variety of organiza-
tions. Together they cover a wide area of the scientific
space of interest, but at the same time overlap scope,
and thus frequently record different (or even inconsis-
tent) representations of the same data. In recent years,
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several key datasets for drug discovery have been pub-
lished on the Semantic Web including those provided
by Chem2Bio2RDF [11] and Linking Open Drug Data
(LODD) [40]. In the latter case, the data is linked fol-
lowing linked data principles [8,24].

The integration of knowledge from these disparate
sources presents a significant problem to scientists,
with the intellectual and scientific challenges often
being overshadowed by the need to repeatedly per-
form error-prone and tedious mechanical tasks. The
first challenge is to identify the entities of interest in
the many data sources, and to relate and map these
to one another. This allows complementary informa-
tion from the data sources to be collated in a sin-
gle record. For example, ChemSpider contains data
about chemical compounds and where they can be
sourced, while ChEMBL complements this with data
about the bioactivity of drug-like molecules and Drug-
Bank provides information on the clinical use of drugs
which contain the molecules. These data sources can
be linked based on the chemical structure of the com-
pounds. However, differences in scientific or techni-
cal approaches to molecular structure representation
mean that different data sources will not always be
in agreement. For example, searches for the chemi-
cal “Fluvastatin” on ChemSpider1 and DrugBank2 re-
turn different compounds: although their basic chem-
ical structure matches, the compounds differ in their
stereochemistry3.

A further challenge is the lack of semantics asso-
ciated with links in traditional database entries. For
example, the entry in UniProt for the protein “kinase
C alpha type homo sapien”4 contains a link to the
Enzyme database record5, which has complementary
data about the same protein and thus the identifiers
can be considered as being equivalent. One approach
to resolve this, proposed by Identifiers.org, is to pro-
vide a URI for the concept which contains links to the
database records about the concept [27]. However, the
UniProt entry also contains a link to the DrugBank

1http://www.chemspider.com/
Chemical-Structure.393587.html accessed 17 Sept
2012.

2http://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB01095 accessed
17 Sept 2012.

3For details see http://www.chemconnector.com/
2012/07/29/ accessed 17 Sept 2012.

4http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P17252 ac-
cessed 17 Sept 2012.

5http://enzyme.expasy.org/EC/2.7.11.13 ac-
cessed 17 Sept 2012.

compound “Phosphatidylserine”6. Clearly, these con-
cepts are not identical as one is a protein and the other
a chemical compound. The link in this case is repre-
sentative of some interaction between the compound
and the protein, but this is left to a human to interpret.
Thus, for successful data integration one must devise
strategies that address such inconsistencies within the
existing data.

In this application paper, we present the architec-
tural decisions made in implementing the Open Phar-
macology Space (OPS) platform within the Open
PHACTS project7. The key goal of the project is to
support a variety of common tasks in drug discovery
through a technology platform that will integrate phar-
macological and other biomedical research data us-
ing open standards such as RDF. The OPS platform
is being developed by a public-private partnership to
address the problem of public domain data integra-
tion for both academia and major pharmaceutical com-
panies [44], and will make its first public release in
November 2012. A key driver of the project is that in-
tegrated data should address concrete pharmacological
research questions and integrate with the workflows
and applications already used within the drug discov-
ery pipeline.

This paper focuses on two key contributions:

– A set of seven architectural decisions for a data
integration platform driven by pharmacological
business questions. These decisions should in-
form others developing similar or related soft-
ware.

– A discussion of the use of this platform by three
separate drug discovery applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated work is discussed in Section 2. A summary of the
concrete pharmacological research questions that the
functionality provided by the OPS linked data platform
seeks to address are presented in Section 3. Section 4
discusses the architectural decisions made to provide
an integration framework that is capable of integrating
public data sources in order to answer the top priority
research questions. Section 5 gives details of the im-
plementation of a linked data platform for pharmacol-
ogy that enables enriched functionality on three sepa-
rate, existing, drug discovery applications. Finally con-
clusions are drawn in Section 6.

6http://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00144 accessed
17 Sept 2012.

7http://www.openphacts.org accessed 17 Sept 2012
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2. Related Work

The OPS platform deliberately builds upon a large
amount of prior work delivered by the Semantic Web
community in two key areas: infrastructure and data
sources.

In terms of infrastructure, there have been several
semantic data integration platforms proposed and de-
veloped. ODEMapster [5] is a global-as-view data in-
tegration approach for exposing relational data sources
through an existing ontology. MASTRO [10] provides
support for more expressive queries to be evaluated
over a subset of DL-Lite ontologies. Fox et al. [18] dis-
cuss the requirements for domain ontologies and rela-
tionships to upper ontologies when deploying a seman-
tic integration system. FedX [41] provides a frame-
work for federating queries over a set of distributed
SPARQL endpoints. All of these systems present a sin-
gle integrated view of the data to the users and build
upon the large body of work on data integration within
the database community [22,31]. Central to these data
integration systems are the mappings between the data
sources (which in many cases are relational databases)
and the intended semantics of the integrated result
(represented as ontologies in semantic integration sys-
tems). Such mappings need to be supplied by domain
experts with a good understanding of the data sources
and the (ontological) view of the integrated data to be
created. Dataspaces [21] is an approach to lower the
effort required by the domain expert to generate and
maintain mappings. The dataspace system starts with
a minimal set of mappings which is incrementally en-
riched based on user feedback [6].

Another important area of infrastructure work are
scientific workflow systems such as Taverna [34],
Galaxy [20], and Kepler [32]. These systems are de-
signed to enable users to compose a series of op-
erations into a workflow that will extract data from
sources, and execute data manipulation and computa-
tional services to analyse it. An important aspect of
these systems is capturing the provenance of each op-
eration performed by the workflow. A key idea behind
workflows is enabling their reuse so that results can
be reproduced. Community portals such as MyExperi-
ment [15] support the sharing and reuse of workflows.
The OPS infrastructure builds on the Large Knowledge
Collider (LarKC) system that provides a pluggable
workflow environment for developing scalable Seman-
tic Web applications that integrate large datasets [13].

The Open PHACTS project is, of course, not the
first to realize that the use of Semantic Web stan-

dards, along with common ontologies, can ease the
integration burden in the pharmacology domain [36].
Samwald et al. [39] present the findings of the W3C
Health Care and Life Sciences interest group with re-
gards to the availability of data sources, their poten-
tial for linking, and present recommendations for best
practices in publishing pharmacology data as Linked
Data. The Bio2RDF [7], Neurocommons [38], Linking
Open Drug Data (LODD) [40], Linked Life Data [35]
and Chem2Bio2RDF [11] projects have all made sig-
nificant sets of biology and chemistry data available
in RDF. We built upon the comprehensive work of
the community in creating RDF-based data sources to
power the OPS platform.

3. Motivation: Pharmacology Research Questions

A key driver of the OPS system is that the integrated
data should address concrete ‘real world’ pharmacol-
ogy research questions and integrate with the work-
flows and applications already used within the drug
discovery pipeline. A collection of 83 questions has
been created and prioritised by the scientific and phar-
maceutical partners in the Open PHACTS project. Full
details of the research questions, the generation and
prioritisation process, and analysis of the results can
be found in [2,25]. We provide a brief summary so as
to motivate the functionality provided by the OPS sys-
tem, and the data sets that have been integrated to pro-
vide an information space.

The business questions span a range of areas, how-
ever, the focus in developing the OPS platform is on
those concerning pharmacology data, specifically the
interactions between compounds and molecular tar-
gets. Many of the questions can be answered now
by industry researchers or by academic researchers
with their internal systems and via bio- and chem-
informaticians. However, a shared, fully interoperable
and routinely updated, scientist–friendly platform for
performing these analyses in a non–manual way does
not currently exist.

In the simplest case, the questions would be of the
form:

“Retrieve all information available about aspirin.”

This requires discovering all of the entries for as-
pirin in the available data sources, e.g. ChemSpider,
ChEMBL, and DrugBank, and combining the data.
Such a task is complex in itself due to the different fo-
cus of the data sources and the fact that each uses its
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Fig. 1. OPS Platform Architecture Overview

own set of identifiers, not to mention the inconsisten-
cies in the overlapping data that must be resolved or
displayed in an appropriate form to the user.

The more complex research questions involve filter-
ing compounds based on their properties and experi-
mental results, e.g.

“Give all oxidoreductase inhibitors with IC50 ac-
tivity value < 100nM in both human and mouse.”

To answer such questions requires the filtering and
comparison of values from different data sources. This
is complicated by the fact that the data sources use a
variety of units to express this value. For example, even
within ChEMBL, a single curated source, the IC50
value is represented in various bases of molars rang-
ing from nano- to milli- and even in other units such as
microgram per millilitre (µg.ml−1).

Another group of the questions are driven by genet-
ics, pathways, or diseases. An example from this group
would be:

“For a given disease related molecular pathway,
give me all targets and known active compounds
that modulate them.”

These require a larger set of data sources, e.g. UniProt
and WikiPathways, to be associated to compounds, tar-
gets, and the interactions between them. Similar issues
arise but at a larger scale.

4. Architectural Decisions

The OPS platform provides a semantic platform for
pharmacology that integrates data from a set of dis-
tributed open data sources.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the OPS Platform
architecture as it is currently implemented. It consists
of seven components:

1. Data Sources
2. Linked Data Cache (LDC)
3. Identity Resolution Service (IRS)
4. Identity Mapping Service (IMS)
5. Domain specific services
6. Core API
7. User Interfaces/Applications

These components arise out of corresponding archi-
tectural decisions made variously for pragmatic, tech-
nical and social reasons. We now discuss each of these
seven decisions. Components resulting from these de-
cisions are in bold.

4.1. Rely on existing RDF-based datasets

As a result of the Linked Data movement [8,24],
the Semantic Web community have made a large num-
ber of existing datasets available as RDF. Particularly
relevant datasets to drug discovery are the ChEMBL
RDF conversion8 [45], the ChEBI ontology sourced
from the EBI9 [16], the conversion of DrugBank pro-
vided by the LODD project10 [40], the conversion of
the Enzyme database sourced from UniProt11, and the
UniProtKB/Swissprot dataset itself12 [4]. These Data
Sources are the foundation of the OPS platform.

The decision to rely on existing data sources was
both pragmatic and social. Pragmatically, relying on
existing data allowed the project to quickly develop
a working system. Socially, it encourages both origi-
nating data providers (e.g. UniProt) and third parties
to continue to provide RDF-data for pharmacology
sources. Such RDF conversions are crucial to the suc-
cess of Open PHACTS. This decision however has a
cost, as data sources will use different schemes instead
of one common global schema. Additionally, OPS is
reliant on data providers continually updating RDF
versions of important datasets. For example, an early
version of the OPS platform used the Chem2Bio2RDF
conversion of ChEMBL which has not been kept up-

8http://semantics.bigcat.unimaas.nl/chembl/
v13_ops/ accessed 17 Sept 2012

9ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/chebi/
ontology/chebi.owl accessed 17 Sept 2012

10http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/drugbank/
drugbank_dump.nt accessed 17 Sept 2012

11ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/
uniprot/current_release/rdf/enzyme.rdf.gz
accessed 17 Sept 2012.

12http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/?query=
reviewed%3ayes&force=yes&format=rdf accessed 17
Sept 2012
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to-date with the underlying ChEMBL database from
the EBI13. This severely limited the data available to
the OPS platform and caused a great deal of confusion
to our internal users. We have now moved to a more
recent conversion and are working with the EBI to in-
corporate the RDF conversion process into their data
release pipeline.

4.2. Centralize the data

A classic trade-off in the design of data integration
systems is whether to federate queries or warehouse
data. In this case, we chose to warehouse the data for
reasons of reliability and performance. In terms of per-
formance, interactive query speeds are necessary, thus,
there may be significant latency overheads when re-
lying on remote services (e.g. SPARQL endpoints).
Furthermore, third party services (i.e. external to the
consortium) cannot and should not be relied upon to
provide consistent access. Essentially, it would be im-
polite for us to make use of others resources for an-
swering SPARQL queries especially when they may be
large or frequent. To address these concerns, the afore-
mentioned datasets are centralized into a Linked Data
Cache (LDC). The term cache is used to emphasize
that the platform does not maintain data on its own and
is just a temporary store to enable data to be queried
quickly at interactive speeds.

An issue with caching the data is ensuring that the
datasets reflect the latest versions of the underlying
datasets. However, it is common for scientific datasets
to follow release cycles and these can be used to reload
the data in the cache. See for example UniProt [14].

4.3. Separate keyword search and structured queries

A key entry point into the platform is through key-
word search. In the pharmacology domain, this is more
than just text matching as keywords can often match
to multiple often very distinct concepts. For example,
when typing “menthol” the user could quite reason-
ably mean the chemical menthol, or the menthol recep-
tor protein. This sort of conceptual keyword search is
different from queries over structured databases, thus,
a new architectural component was introduced, the
Identity Resolution Service (IRS). The role of the
IRS is to translate user-entered entity names (in free
text form) into known entities within the system (i.e.

13https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/ accessed 17 Sept
2012

that have a defined URI). These known entities can
then be used in structured queries. The IRS also sup-
ports the disambiguation of concepts through interac-
tion with the user interface.

4.4. Equality is context dependent

Datasets often provide links to equivalent concepts
in other datasets. These result in a profusion of “equiv-
alent” identifiers for a concept. Identifiers.org provide
a single identifier that links to all the underlying equiv-
alent dataset records for a concept. However, this con-
strains the system to a single view of the data, albeit an
important one.

A novel approach to instance level links between
the datasets is used in the OPS platform. Scientists
care about the types of links between entities: differ-
ent scientists will accept concepts being linked in dif-
ferent ways and for different tasks they are willing
to accept different forms of relationships. For exam-
ple, when trying to find the targets that a particular
compound interacts with, some data sources may have
created mappings to gene rather than protein identi-
fiers: in such instances it may be acceptable to users
to treat gene and protein IDs as being in some sense
equivalent. However, in other situations this may not
be acceptable and the OPS platform needs to allow for
this dynamic equivalence within a scientific context.
As a consequence, rather than hard coding the links
into the datasets, the OPS platform defers the instance
level links to be resolved during query execution by the
Identity Mapping Service (IMS). Thus, by changing
the set of dataset links used to execute the query, dif-
ferent interpretations over the data can be provided.

4.5. Leverage domain-specific services

There are a variety of important pharmacological
operations that are specific to a domain and have reli-
able and performant implementations. Thus, instead of
creating new implementations, the OPS platform relies
on these existing domain-specific services. For exam-
ple, of critical importance for drug discovery is that
identical small molecule compounds from across dif-
ferent data sources are integrated accurately, based on
structure rather than name or identifier mapping which
is less accurate. Instead of reimplementing this feature,
we rely on an existing chemistry registration and nor-
malisation service: ChemSpider [37]. This takes each
compound from all of the data sources and maps it
using structure-based methods to a unique ChemSpi-
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der identifier. The mappings between each chemical in
each data source and ChemSpider are then loaded into
the system to provide an accurate set of chemical map-
pings between different databases.

Going forward, we aim to make use of the SADI
Framework for accessing additional domain specific
services [12].

4.6. Provide a simple API

The initial prototype of the OPS platform only pro-
vided a SPARQL endpoint through which the inte-
grated data could be queried. This required each of
the drug discovery applications to have an intimate
knowledge of the data exposed and the ability to write
the required SPARQL queries to retrieve the data de-
sired. This approach also left the OPS platform ex-
posed to poorly formed queries or simply queries that
are too open ended (e.g. a select * where {?s
?p ?o}). This both impacted developer productivity
and hurt the reliability of the service.

To address this problem, an additional component,
the Core API was introduced into the architecture.
The Core API provides a set of common methods that
applications can call. This benefits application devel-
opers as they no longer need to formulate their own
SPARQL queries.

The OPS Core API does more than to simply pro-
vide an abstraction layer for the application developer.
Such interfaces provide assurances that the data layer
will only be exposed to well designed queries, and al-
lows the API developer to make extensive use of op-
timizations present in RDF stores. We believe this to
be key to the successful deployment of Semantic Web
infrastructures which consume large scale datasets.

4.7. Leverage the user interface

A key driver of the OPS platform is to enable user-
focused drug discovery applications. Thus, the entirety
of the OPS platform architecture is designed around
enabling these sorts of applications. This also means
that we can take advantage of the user interface, for
example, by encapsulating queries in an API, thus en-
suring that only well-defined queries are run, or using
the user interface to ensure that correct URIs are given
to the system when performing a query. We also be-
lieve that this decision will allow for scalability in the
future. However, there is a trade-off as this means that
the OPS platform in its current form is not designed
for other tasks such as large offline analytics.
























 












Fig. 2. LarKC plugins and workflow activation for a
compoundPharmacology(URI) API call.

5. Open Pharmacology Space Implementation

This section provides details on the implementation
of the OPS prototype platform as shaped by the ar-
chitectural decisions given in Section 4 and the needs
of the drug discovery scientists in the Open PHACTS
consortium. To clarify the platform architecture, con-
sider the simplest of the three example pharmacology
research questions provided in Section 3:

“Retrieve all information available about aspirin.”

This can be achieved through the use of two OPS
core API methods: compoundLookup(text) and
compoundPharmacology(URI).

The IRS is invoked by the core API through the
compoundLookup(“aspirin”)method and pro-
vides a number of alternatives, including “Aspirin”,
“FIORINAL” (which is a compound that contains as-
pirin), and “Hypyrin” (which is an aluminium com-
plex ion of aspirin). The returned items are each an-
notated with additional metadata (e.g. descriptions and
synonyms) to aid the users in their decision.
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Fig. 3. Sample results of a compoundPharmacology(URI)
API call.

Once the user selects a particular concept, e.g. As-
pirin (cw:aspirin14), the user interface will make
the call compoundPharmacology(cw:aspirin).
The workflow to evaluate this method call is depicted
in Figure 2 and is executed as follows15. First the com-
pound URI is inserted into the query which is then
expanded with equivalent URIs provided by the IMS.
The final query is evaluated against the Linked Data
Cache. An example result of this API call is shown in
Figure 3, which shows the concept identified by the
URI retrieved from the IRS and its links to concepts
in ChemSpider, ChEMBL, and DrugBank. Note that it
is possible for there to be multiple mappings within a
single dataset. The figure provides example properties
retrieved from each dataset, e.g. SMILES and InChI
from ChemSpider, and activity values from ChEMBL.

5.1. The Large Knowledge Collider

The platform is implemented as a connection of a
number of separate software systems. These software
systems are coordinated using the Large Knowledge
Collider (LarKC), exploiting its pluggable architecture
to call external services [13].

Workflows in LarKC are defined in terms of their
input, output and the connections between the plug-
ins that participate in them. In addition, LarKC end-

14We use the notation cw:aspirin to represent the
URI http://www.conceptwiki.org/concept/
dd758846-1dac-4f0d-a329-06af9a7fa413/ accessed
17 Sept 2012.

15Note that the IRS plugin was used to support the
compoundLookup(text) call. The Chemical Structure Search
plugin will be discussed in Section 5.5

points are a special type of plugin which expose an in-
terface for receiving input and providing output, acces-
sible through HTTP. A valid workflow must contain
a single endpoint and a single plugin connected to its
output. When the execution of all participating plugins
is completed, the endpoint collects any output from the
workflow and responds to the original HTTP request.

Figure 2 presents the LarKC plugins that partici-
pate in the main OPS workflow, illustrated as jigsaw
puzzle pieces. The figure gives a trace of the informa-
tion flow between the various plugins as a result of a
compoundPharmacology(URI) call to the OPS
API.

5.2. Linked Data Cache

Additionally, LarKC acts as the Linked Data Cache
(LDC) component within the OPS platform. During
the OPS platform implementation, an alternative data
layer was developed for LarKC, which implements the
OpenRDF Sesame SAIL interface [9]. SAIL stands for
“Storage and Inference Layer” and is a connection ori-
ented interface that is implemented by a number of
RDF stores to enable their interoperability with the
Sesame platform. The SAIL implementation has been
contributed to the LarKC open source codebase, en-
abling the deployment of LarKC with a wide range of
alternatives to the default BigOWLIM (which is now
deprecated and replaced by Ontotext with OWLIM-
SE). More importantly it allows OPS users and devel-
opers to set up local OPS instances with an RDF store
that is specifically selected to suit their particular data
needs and hardware specifications. For example an of-
fline demonstration instance to be installed on a mid-
range laptop using a small sample dataset can avoid the
installation and configuration overhead of a scalable
RDF store by using an in-memory alternative.

We have successfully tested the integration of LarKC
with four additional RDF stores: the default Sesame
in-memory store [9], bigdata [42], OpenLink Virtu-
oso [17], and Garlik’s 4store [23]. Currently we use
the Sesame in-memory store as a number of instabil-
ity issues were discovered with the remaining alter-
natives. The in-memory store is deployed on a server
with 392 GB of RAM, and an overview of the data
currently loaded in the LDC is given in Table 1. As we
are fast approaching the limitations of this solution, we
are now in the process of moving to a hosted solution
provided by OpenLink16, who have recently joined the

16http://www.openlinksw.com/ accessed 17 Sept 2012
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Data property Value

Distinct resources 93 118 400
Distinct predicates 293
Named graphs 11
Total quads 460 037 674
Size on disk 63 GB
Size in RAM 292 GB

Table 1
Characteristic properties of RDF data currently present in the LDC.

Open PHACTS consortium. The Virtuoso triplestore
will be enhanced to meet the challenges of scale and
complexity faced in deploying the OPS platform.

In addition to the main OPS workflow, the cur-
rent prototype makes use of an auxiliary workflow for
which the IMS, IRS and external services are not used.
The purpose of the workflow is to identify the URIs
for which data is available in OPS from a large list of
candidates. As RDF stores will provide the worst-case
performance when queried for URIs that do not appear
in their indices (as they do not exist), such queries ben-
efit from circumventing the IMS.

5.3. Identity Resolution Service

As discussed in Section 4.3 the mapping between
user provided text and URIs is a non trivial task that
has to take into account the type of entity the user is
interested in. This functionality is thus decoupled from
the LDC and is provided by the Identity Resolution
Service (IRS) plugin.

This plugin is able to make calls to an API pro-
vided by ConceptWiki17 to retrieve a list of resources
of the required type with canonical labels curated by
the community. The response is then dynamically im-
ported in the underlying RDF store. The IRS plugin re-
sponds to explicitly defined predicates in the SPARQL
query18 which are also used to relate the resulting RDF
to existing data in the LDC. Updates take place imme-
diately, making the result of the external call directly
available to the SPARQL query that triggered it, but
also to all future queries.

If such predicates are not present in the query the
plugin remains inactive, as is the case in the example
of Figure 2. However, the example call will retrieve in-
formation dynamically asserted by the IRS plugin dur-

17http://ops.conceptwiki.org accessed 17 Sept 2012.
18PREFIX :<http://wiki.openphacts.org/index.

php/ext_function#>

ing a previous compoundLookup call—namely the
object of the skos:prefLabel predicate (arrow #0
in the figure).

5.4. Identity Mapping Service

The IMS plugin responds to all queries provided by
the API endpoint and invokes the IMS service for any
instance URIs that appear in the query. Once an appro-
priate list of mappings for each URI has been retrieved
from the IMS service, the plugin will expand the orig-
inal SPARQL query to include equivalent URIs.

The expanded query is then forwarded to the SPARQL
Evaluator plugin which will query the RDF store and
write to the output of the workflow. The need to store
equivalent URIs in the LDC is thus eliminated, and the
platform is able to provide appropriate results to iden-
tical queries with different entity equivalence require-
ments.

5.5. Domain Specific Services

So far only a single domain–specific service has
been integrated with the OPS platform – namely the
Chemical Structure Search service provided by Chem-
Spider. This service enables the retrieval of small
molecule compound URIs that match, contain, or are
similar to a user provided chemical structure.

As such functionality requires the use of highly spe-
cialised and computationally expensive methods and
algorithms, we developed a LarKC plugin that invokes
the ChemSpider API, dynamically converts search re-
sults to RDF and updates the LDC. The inserted data is
persistent and reused to answer queries with identical
parameters.

Similar to the IRS plugin, the Chemical Structure
Search will scan each SPARQL query it receives for
a set of predefined predicates which correspond to the
types of search supported by ChemSpider.

5.6. Core API

As a key focal point of the OPS platform is to en-
able the rapid development of user–focused applica-
tions in the drug discovery domain, we have developed
a simple REST–based API to facilitate the retrieval of
data from the LDC. Applications can thus be devel-
oped without a requirement for extensive knowledge
of the schemas used in each underlying dataset. While
the application developers are limited to the methods
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of the core API, these have been collaboratively de-
fined to meet their functionality needs.

The core API is implemented as an endpoint in
LarKC that will receive the input to each OPS work-
flow, and extract the method name and correspond-
ing parameters from the HTTP POST request. Each
method name corresponds to a parameterized SPARQL
query which is instantiated using the parameters pro-
vided, e.g. a URI corresponding to the compound to
lookup. The resulting query is provided as input to all
plugins directly connected to the endpoint in the work-
flow (i.e. the IMS, IRS and Chemical Structure Search
plugins).

The parameterized SPARQL queries are used to
join the data across the datasets at a schema level,
i.e. the specific columns to retrieve from each of the
datasets is determined by the SPARQL query issued.
For each data retrieval task, e.g. compoundLookup,
targetLookup, etc., the set of columns to retrieve
from each of the datasets has been determined in con-
sultation with the scientific users of the platform. The
addition of new datasets and the evolution of existing
schemas are facilitated since the changes to SPARQL
queries are made at a single point. Additionally, the pa-
rameterized SPARQL queries have been optimized for
performance. This is particularly important due to the
potential for large volumes of data and the complexity
of performing query time mapping of identifiers.

5.7. User interfaces

Within the Open PHACTS project there are several
exemplar user interface applications being developed
each with a different drug discovery task as a focus.
The OPS platform provides a common semantic web
platform which can be accessed by these drug discov-
ery applications through the core API.

For a general browsing interface over the linked
data, a version of an internal system used in the phar-
maceutical company Lundbeck, named LSP4All, was
extended and connected to the platform. This interface,
now branded the OPS Explorer, allows for searching,
retrieving and browsing of data. As a result some of the
typical user interfaces experienced by a pharmaceuti-
cal company researcher have been converted to rely
on Semantic Web data. Figure 4 shows the OPS Ex-
plorer returning the integrated information about the
compound aspirin.

In addition to browsing and searching for data, re-
searchers utilize scientific literature in their work. To
support this process the Utopia Documents [1] soft-

ware was connected to the platform to allow users to
view chemical compounds associated with a PDF arti-
cle, see Figure 5.

Finally, a more specialized interface for curating bi-
ological pathways, PathVisio [43], was connected to
the platform, see Figure 6. This connection allowed
PathVisio to provide additional pathway information
to the user as they review a pathway.

Thus, based on the same common platform, we
have created a prototype for an enriched pharmacology
workspace software platform. Additional exemplar ap-
plications using the platform are being developed by
the Open PHACTS consortium.

6. Conclusions

We presented the architectural decisions for imple-
menting a linked data platform to support drug discov-
ery that integrates the pre-competitive openly available
data from many semantic web sources. The motiva-
tion for the functionality provided by the OPS linked
data platform was driven by real business questions
for drug discovery in pharmacology gathered from the
Open PHACTS partners. The platform supports dif-
ferent views over the data through stand-off mappings
which are applied at query time, i.e. it is possible to
have the system relate genes and proteins in one case
but not another. The versatility of the platform has been
demonstrated by the wide variety of drug discovery ap-
plications that can be connected to the integrated data.

Future work is to expand the functionality of the sys-
tem to a wider set of the business questions. This will
also require linking a larger number of data sources,
and thus increasing the size and complexity of the
linked data cache.

An alpha version of the OPS platform is currently
available to the Open PHACTS consortium. A first
public release will be made in November 2012, see
http://www.openphacts.org/ for details.
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Fig. 4. Compound by name look up through the OPS Explorer interface

Fig. 5. Article enrichment in Utopia Documents using the OPS Platform
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Fig. 6. PathVisio using the OPS Platform to suggest relationships with new genes or metabolites (right side window) for a gene selected in a
pathway (left side window)
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